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SIMO  “Shine”
The first single from Rise & Shine, out now   Already on WRLT, WXPN, WAPS, KVNV, KRML, WEXT, KBAC, WVOD, KROK, 
WFIV, WCBE, KVNA, KDBB, WNCW, WYCE, KRCC, KAXE, MSPR  Official video online now   On tour through mid-December
“It is never less than compelling and the statement it contains is clearly something that the band needed to make.” -  Maximum Volume

Angus & Julia Stone  “Oakwood”
The first single from Snow, out now   US tour now - most dates sold out!   New: KRVM, KUWR    Already on WXPN, WPYA, Music Choice, WFPK, 
WAPS, WERS, WYMS, KPND, KVNA, WNCW, WCBE, WFIV, KNBA, KMTN, KHUM, WZLO, KRML...     “At times bluesy, at times whimsical, 
and at times reflective, Snow is a perfect record to curl up to as the seasons begin to change and the days begin to shorten.” - Culture Collide

Noah Kahan  “Hurt Somebody”
His new single, available now   Mediabase 40*!   New at WXPK!  Already on KGSR, WXRV, WRLT, KINK, WNCS, Music Choice, 
WPYA, KPND, WAPS, WZEW, KRSH, WWCT, KJAC, KVNA, KTAO, WLKR, KCLC, WFIV, WVOD...   Pushing 5 million on Spotify!
Recently wrapped up a run of dates with The Strumbellas    Watch his acoustic performance video on our website now

Trombone Shorty  “Where It At?”
The new single from his Blue Note debut Parking Lot Symphony    New at KRML    Already on KJAC, WYEP, KTBG, WEHM, KMTN, 
KVNA, WEXT, WMWV, KROK, WOCM, WFIV, KHUM, WKZE, WMVY, WCBE, WUSM, KUWR, KDEC, Maine Public Radio    On tour

“A fine document of Shorty’s blend of New Orleans funk, modernized brass band fire, and old school soul.” - PopMatters

Juke Ross  “Shadows In The Dark”
The first single from his upcoming EP, on PlayMPE now    Already on WJCU, WFIV, KVNA, WYCE, WCBE, KCLC, KDEC, WUSM
Juke is the first artist from Guyana in South America signed to a major label   His track “Colour Me” has passed 3 million on Spotify   “Commanding 
vocals working in sync for one of the most cinematic songs we’ve heard all year.” - Pigeons & Planes  Acoustic version also available in my Dropbox

Mondo Cozmo  “Plastic Soul”
The title track single from their debut album, out now   Mediabase 43*, BDS Monitored New & Active!  New: WXRV, WCLZ, KXT, KNBA 
Already on KINK, Music Choice, WRLT, WPYA, WXPN, KCSN, KPND, WEHM, WWCT, WTMD, KVNV, WZEW, KRML, KCLC, KVNA, WDST, KLRR, WZLO...
“It’s got bits of soul and psychedelic haze and will have you feeling like you’re in Joshua Tree songwriting alongside Ostrander.” - Consequence of Sound

Brian Fallon  “Forget Me Not”
The first single from Sleepwalkers, the new solo album from the acclaimed frontman of Gaslight Anthem, in stores 2/9
New at WDST, KRML   Already on WFUV, XM Loft, WTMD, KVNV, WCOO, WYMS, WBJB, WCNR, WJCU, WFIV, KVNA, KSKI...
Spring tour!   “Fallon erupts into each verse with a Little Richard-like yowl, and the guitars are bright and peppy.” - Rolling Stone

Jack Johnson  “Big Sur”
The new single from All The Light Above It Too   BDS Monitored New & Active, Indicator 20*!  New at WCLZ, WUKY, WNCW
Already on KINK, Music Choice, WRLT, KCSN, KTHX, WAPS, WTMD, KTBG, WPYA, KPND, KVNV, KRSH, WCNR, KRML, KYSL, WEHM...
More tour dates and festivals coming next year!  See the Jimmy Kimmel performance on our website now

The National  “Day I Die”
From Sleep Well Beast, out now    Mediabase 12*, BDS Monitored 8*, Indicator 3*, FMQB Tracks 8*, Public 5*!    Nearly 90K sold already!
Another sold out tour going on now   Already on Sirius Spectrum, KFOG, KGSR, WXRT, KINK, WRLT, WRNR, WNCS, KCSN, KCMP, WFUV, WXPN, 
WXPK, WQKL, WPYA, KRVB, Music Choice, KTBG, KTHX, WCLZ, KXT, WFPK, KVNV, WYEP, WTMD...   “The Best Rock Album of 2017” - Forbes  

Amazon holiday playlists - Christmas Soul and more
On PlayMPE now: 12 songs spanning Amazon Music’s exclusive holiday playlists including the new playlist Christmas Soul and new songs 
added to Indie For The Holidays, Acoustic Christmas and All Is Bright    Artists include Best Coast, Josh Ritter, Nicole Atkins, SUSTO, Charly 
Bliss, Ruth B, Courtney Marie Andrews, Dawn Richard, Lee Ann Womack/Willie Nelson, Lori McKenna, Marc Broussard and Sera Cahoone



The Lone Bellow  “Time’s Always Leaving”
The first single from Walk Into A Storm, out now    Mediabase #22, BDS Monitored #29, Indicator #35!  New: WRSI  Already on KFOG, WXRV, 
WMMM, WRLT, WRNR, KINK, WQKL, WPYA, WXPN, WFUV, WFPK, KCSN, KTHX, KJAC, WCLZ, WZEW, Music Choice, WAPS, KTBG, WTMD, 
WXPK, WNCS, KPND, KRSH, WEHM, WYEP, WCNR, KSPN...  Press: Kimmel, CBS Saturday Morning...  Just wrapped up their national tour

Cold War Kids  “So Tied Up” (feat. Bishop Briggs)
The second single from LA Divine   Mediabase #9, BDS Monitored #12, Indicator #19!  New this week at KRVO
Already on SiriusXM, WXRT, KGSR, KBCO, WXRV, KINK, WRNR, WMMM, WTTS, WPYA, KJAC, WXPK, KCMP, WRLT, WTMD, WNCS, KTHX, 
KRVB, WQKL...   Now over 10MM+ Spotify, 60K singles   “A fast paced toe-tapper with a stadium-sized arrangement” - Time Magazine

Alex Lahey  “Every Day’s the Weekend”
The first single from I Love You Like A Brother, out now    FMQB Public 42*!   New at KVNV, KVNF  Already on WRLT, KCMP, WFUV, KEXP, WFPK, 
KJAC, WAPS, WYEP, WYMS, WLKR, WCBE, KCLC, WCNR, KBAC, WYCE, Open Air, WJCU, KSKI, KDHX...  Played on Seth Meyers last month!
 “A driving, snappy, endearingly witty introduction” - Clash Music    On tour: 12/6 San Diego, 12/7 LA, 12/9 SF, 12/11 Portland, 12/12 Vancouver, 12/13 Seattle

Lilly Hiatt  “The Night David Bowie Died”
From Trinity Lane, out now  Already on XM Loft, WRLT, WAPS, KVNA, KNBA, WFIV, WEXT, WCBE, KRCL, WNCW, KDHX, KRCC, WFHB...
Rolling Stone Best of AMA: “The Nashville singer was in a playful mood, rattling through a lean, rocking set, and delivering it all with a smile”
Wrapping up dates this week with Blitzen Trapper: 12/7 Seattle, 12/8 Portland OR, 12/15 Birmingham  More touring in 2018

Stereogum selects Alex Lahey for their 2017 Best Bands list

JD McPherson  “Lucky Penny”
The first single from Undivided Heart & Soul, out now    Mediabase 17*, BDS Monitored 16*, Indicator #13, FMQB Tracks #19, Public #18!
Already on SiriusXM Spectrum, WXRT, KFOG, KINK, KRVB, WXRV, WMMM, WQKL, KCMP, WRLT, Music Choice, KTHX, WXPK, WNCS, WCLZ, 
KUTX, WXPN, WFUV, WYEP, KXT, KEXP, KCSN, XM Loft, KTBG, WFPK, WTMD, WAPS, KJAC, WPYA, WYMS...  More tour dates coming in 2018

   “From the jump, Alex Lahey was going to draw comparisons to Courtney Barnett. She’s a young 
singer-songwriter from Melbourne who, initially and somewhat incorrectly, comes across like a witty 
slacker-rocker similar to Barnett. Lahey’s recent debut I Love You Like A Brother boldly under-
scored the fact that she’s onto something very different. Songs like “Lotto In Reverse” and “I Haven’t 
Been Taking Care Of Myself ” burst into huge, cathartic choruses more akin to ‘90s and ‘00s alt-rock 
than anything in today’s indie sphere. Lahey’s got a way of capturing the particular anxieties and 
frustrations of the listless years of post-college life. And while her songs convey all that, those giant 

hooks tell a different story: the triumphant and defiant part where you kick the door down to life’s next phase.” - Stereogum, 
“40 Best Bands of 2017,” 10/26/17

“Angus Stone knows it sounds ironic, but before he and his sister released their 2007 debut “A Book Like This” as folksinging duo Angus & 
Julia Stone, they hadn’t spent much quality time together. “We got broken up as kids and moved into different homes,” he says. “It was only 
when we got older that we realized we had something to share in the way of making music, and common ground to stand on.” But the 
Australian pair grew even closer making the new album “Snow” by retreating to Angus’ remote Byron Bay studio Belafonte for six months to 
write and record nature-inspired songs such as “Oakwood,” “Chateau” and the title track.

SFE: What season was it when you and Julia disappeared into your hermitage?
Angus Stone: It was coming out of winter, so it was warming up. And that time of year it’s really peaceful and all of nature is starting to 
come alive. It’s just nice and crisp in Australia then, and the air is really fresh. And my studio looks out onto these mountains, but it’s also by 
the ocean, so if you go tired of recording, you could just head out to it. Julia would go do her thing, and I’d go surfing. It was just a nice place to be, making music.
SFE: What kind of nature was around?
Angus: All the snakes start to come out. You start to see your brown snakes, your red-bellied black snakes, your taipans, your diamond pythons. They’re pretty stan-
dard, and there were a few in the studio at different times. You also get your koalas, and there’s a certain type of wallaby that I have on my property, too. And we get 
red foxes, kingfishers, kookaburras, cockatoos, rainbow lorikeets. You name it – nature just comes alive.
SFE: What was your daily regimen?
Angus: Well, on the other side of the property is a little lake with a jetty, and at the jetty there’s a little cabin where Julia was staying. And my cabin is on top of a hill 
that overlooks the whole property, and the studio is down the other side of the hill. So I’d wake up, drive over to the studio, and send Julia a text saying, “I’m up — 
you ready to do some recording?” So we’d cook breakfast and get to work.
SFE: Theoretically, you probably both had to be single for this solitary process, right?
Angus: Yeah. That’s true. If you really want to dive into this world, there have to be certain sacrifices, whether or not you make them consciously. But to end up at 
this place, and to have that sort of time to put aside that’s dedicated to your art? It is quite a selfish, selfless thing, you know?” - San Francisco Examiner, 11/30/17

The San Francisco Examiner talks nature with Angus & Julia Stone
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Going for adds 1/8: They Might Be Giants “I Left My Body,”  Bahamas “Way With Words”

JD McPherson sits down for a chat with the Chicago Tribune
   “Echoes of greatness reverberate inside the walls of Nashville’s 
legendary RCA Studio B, where Elvis, the Everly Brothers, Wil-
lie Nelson, Dolly Parton and scores of other artists banged out hit 
after hit. Add JD McPherson to the list of luminaries who have 
stood on its checkerboard floor and pressed record.
   The former middle school art teacher-turned-rockabilly pres-
ervationist ditched the retro flair on his third album, “Undivided 
Heart and Soul,” for a sound that can’t be compartmentalized the 
way the slicked-back hair and cuffed denim gracing the cover of 
his satisfying 2010 debut, “Signs & Signifiers,” did.
   “I blame the phantoms at RCA Studio B,” McPherson says over 
the phone from New Jersey on a day off. “The longer we were 
there the fuzzier and louder everything got, and it just felt right.”
   Since the Country Music Hall of Fame buses tourists in to the 

studio during the day, McPherson and his band — bassist (and Chicagoan) Jimmy Sutton, keyboardist Raynier Jacob Jacil-
do, guitarist Doug Corcoran and drummer Jason Smay — had to work in the middle of the night and remove all traces of 
their efforts before the onslaught of sightseers showed up each morning. “Everything was super spartan, and we got things 
pared down to one amp, one guitar ’cause it was a drag to keep dragging stuff in, but it was such an amazing experience 
now that it’s over,” he says.
   Yes, hindsight makes everything just a little more palatable. Because in the thick of it, the 40-year-old stressed to the point 
of exhaustion over every aspect, especially how longtime fans would receive the Nina Simone slow burn of “Jubilee” or 
the Echo & the Bunnymen shimmer of “On the Lips.” His wife, who always has the final edit, had to convince him to give 
the latter a shot. “It was so different, it didn’t occur to me that I would sing it,” he says.
   The pressure of putting out an album to warrant an accompanying tour, demoralizing false starts, band infighting and 
McPherson’s compulsive worrying only made things worse.
   “I have this thing where I may have confidence in something or I’m confident in the quality or the craft of something, but 
then also just that nervous, anxious side of me sometimes takes the steering wheel,” the Oklahoma native admits.
   At a point when McPherson was “as dark as you could get,” he accepted an invitation from old friend and “legitimate 
rock star” Josh Homme from Queens of the Stone Age to take respite at his California studio.
   “Literally the only reason he did that was that he just wanted me to get out of my rut and play with some weird pedals 
and remember what it was like to be a kid again, just making music ’cause it’s fun,” McPherson says.
   For two days the pair, along with QOTSA keyboardist Dean Fertita, jammed, barbecued and watched Martin Short 
comedy specials. “It was like a musical spa,” McPherson recalls. For Homme, “it was like helping a buddy move a refrigera-
tor. But, for me, it completely turned the whole thing around. It allowed me to … get back on track again. I will always be 
grateful for that.”
   McPherson’s decision to team up with other songwriters served as another pivotal moment in the making of “Undivided 
Heart and Soul.” He’s no stranger to collaborating on songs for other artists to sing — he even moved to Nashville after re-
leasing 2015’s “Let the Good Times Roll” to do more of it. But he never considered utilizing Music City’s culture of sticking 
two musicians who have never met in a room to emerge with a finished song for material released under his own name.
   So, why now? “Necessity,” he admits, laughing. “We needed to get a record done and I didn’t have songs finished.”
   Butch Walker jumped in on the rabble-rousing “Crying’s Just a Thing You Do,” fellow Oklahoman Parker Millsap helped 
solidify the surf rock doom and gloom of “Desperate Love,” and Aaron Lee Tasjan aided in concocting the perfect “cross 
between Eddie Cochran, Jack Kerouac and Joan Jett” on “Under the Spell of City Lights.”
   The process — akin in many ways to going on a blind date — proved ultimately rewarding, but difficult. In the end, 
McPherson just needed to step out of his own way and stop doubting.
   “I want things to skew towards the weird side for my own songs. I don’t know whether it’s some sort of defense mecha-
nism, but I always want (the songs) to have a little bit of an obtuse nature to them, and sometimes it’s hard to get that 
across to somebody,” he confesses.
   “But the most important thing is that you stop thinking that way. You try just thinking about the song itself: What’s go-
ing to make the song as good as it’s going to be? And a lot of times letting somebody else into your head and letting them 
reveal something to you about what you’re doing is way better than living in your own world. That was the biggest lesson I 
learned.”
   Better late than never.” - Chicago Tribune, 11/14/17


